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Audio Mixer & Sound Card AMC2 Neo

Maono AMC2 Neo Audio Mixer and Sound Card
The  Maono  AMC2  Neo  audio  mixer  with  a  sound  card  is  a  modern  audio  equipment  with  a  range  of  features  that  will  make  your
recordings sound exceptional. Here are some key features that distinguish this mixer:
 
Dual-Level Noise Reduction
The AMC2 Neo mixer is equipped with an advanced noise reduction system that captures even ultra-low sounds up to 60dB. This ensures
that dynamic microphones sound exceptionally clear, eliminating unwanted interference.
 
48V Phantom Power
Power  your  microphones  at  48V  levels,  providing  them  with  sufficient  power  to  achieve  professional  sound  quality.  This  is  the  level
commonly found in studio microphones, ensuring excellent sound quality.
 
Configurable Sound Pads
The mixer features three configurable sound pads that allow you to assign custom sounds. This is a great option for those who want to
add character to their recordings.
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SideChain and Music Only Function
With the SideChain function, the mixer automatically lowers the background music volume when the user starts speaking, ensuring clean
and clear recordings. The Music Only function eliminates vocals in the accompaniment, leaving only the music, which is perfect for those
who want to sing along with instrumental tracks.
 
Easy Operation
This  mixer  can  be  powered  using  a  power  bank,  wall  charger,  or  by  connecting  it  to  a  laptop/computer.  It  also  features  separate
microphone and accompaniment volume controls and a battery level indicator, giving you full control over your sound.
 
Package Contents
Mixer
USB-A to USB-C cable
3.5mm TRRS audio cable
Specifications
BrandMaono
ModelAMC2 Neo
ColorBlack
ConnectorsXLR, USB-C, 3.5mm mini jack (headphones and phone streaming)
Compatible MicrophonesMAONO: PM320S/PD100/PD200X/PD400X/HD300T/PM500, Shure SM7B/MV7/SM58/PGA48/PGA58
CompatibilityYoutube, Facebook, TikTok, Twitch, Discord, OBS Studio, Streamlabs
Battery Capacity1500mAh
Charging TimeApproximately 2.5 hours
Working TimeApproximately 7 hours
Sampling Frequency48kHz/16bit
Headphone Output20mW, 32Ω
Frequency Response20Hz-20kHz
BluetoothYes, version 4.2

Preço:

Antes: € 60.9957

Agora: € 59.50

Acessórios para computadores, External sound cards
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